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Nitish sidesteps queries about strain in ties with Modi
PATNA, OCT 16/--/Bihar Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar today sidestepped questions about strain in
his relations with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi after the latter rejected his plea for central university status for Patna University,
saying people were free to draw
their own conclusions. "Media and
people are free to draw their own
conclusions.
I have nothing to say on this,"
Kumar, who is also the JD(U) national president, told reporters after his weekly Lok Samvad programme during which he interacts with public.
Speaking at an event to celebrate 100 years of the Patna University on Saturday, Kumar had

ER to run
Chhat Puja
special
KOLKATA, OCT 16/--/To
clear the extra rush of the
passengers during Chhat
Puja-2017, Eastern Railway
will run six pairs of special
trains (12 trips) between
Howrah & Muzaffarpur via
Dankuni, Bhagalpur and
Monghyr.
05227
Howrah
–
Muzaffarpur weekly special
will leave Howrah at 6.00
hrs. on every Sunday between 22/10/17 & 26/11/17
(6
trips)
and
05228
Muzaffarpur – Howrah
weekly special will leave
Muzaffarpur at 13.45 hrs. on
every Saturday between 21/
10/17 & 25/11/17 (6 trips).
The train will have general
second class, sleeper class
and air-conditioned accommodation. (EOIC)

Maoists
loot BSF
boats
MALKANGIRI (ODISHA),
OCT 16/--/Maoists allegedly looted at least two
vessel-loads of grocery
items which were being
sent to a BSF camp at
Kunturpadar in the cutoff area of Malkangiri
district, polcie said.
Malkangiri superintendent
of
police
Jagmohan Meena told reporters that a group of
rebels allegedly attacked
the country-made boats
carrying the grocery
items near Totapadar,
thrashed policemen and
looted the food items.
"Two private boats were
carrying the grocery
items from Chitrakonda
daily market. The Maoists intercepted the boat
at Kotagoda Ghat and
looted the boat, Meena
said. The BSF detained
two
persons
from
Kunturpadar village suspecting them to be Maoist
sympathisers, Defence
sources said. (PTI)

sought central university status
for it in keeping with public sentiments. However, responding to
Kumar's plea, Modi, who promised Rs 10,000 crore and autonomy
to 20 universities 10 public 10 and
private to enable them to compete
globally, said, "I have come here
with an invitation to PU and all
universities of India to take up
the challenge. It is much bigger
than what central university status can offer."
This was seen by many as rejection of Kumar's request and
media reports suggested that the
ties between the two leaders, who
came together for the first time after the Bihar chief minister
joined hands with the BJP in July,

had hit a rough patch.
A tweet by Janata Dal (United)
spokesman Pavan Verma over announcement of dates for Gujarat
Assembly polls was also seen as an
indication of cold vibes between
the two parties, which came together after over four years of estrangement. "The EC must not
only be impartial but seen to be so.
Why have the dates for Gujarat
elections not been announced? We
need credib le answers," Ver ma
had tweeted this morning.
The tweet placed Verma in the
company of opposition parties,
which have accused the BJP of
pressuring the Election Commission to delay the announcement so
that its government could an-

when we were together in the
Grand Alliance." When asked
whether such a move could boost
the Congress's prospects in the
2019 Lok Sabha polls, Kumar said
it was too early to say anything
but as of now there was no serious
challenge to Narendra Modi.
Kumar also dismissed RJD supremo Lalu Prasad's charge that
he had decided to break away
from the Grand Alliance after his
name cropped up in Srijan scam
so the Centre saved him. "They
(Lalu and the RJD) should look at
themselves and ponder over
where they stand today and why.
They are only reaping the fruits
of what they have sown," Kumar
said. (PTI)

Rohingya refugees’ terror
links can’t be ruled out:
Media advisor to Hasina
AGARTALA, OCT 16/--/The possibility of terrorist links
of a section of Rohingya refugees, sheltered in Chittagong,
could not be ruled out, a top official of Bangladesh said today and asserted that his country would not allow any group
to use its soil for terrorist activities.
Iqbal Sobhan Chowdhury, the media advisor to Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina, said that Bangladesh had already
announced its policy of zero tolerance towards terrorism.
Chowdhury, who inaugurated a cultural event here, said
that Bangladesh expected India to take a stand on the "ethnic cleansing" of Rohingya Muslims in Myanmar. "We have
given shelter to 10 lakh Rohingyas from Myanmar on humanitarian grounds despite much constraint. They were forced
to leave their country following an ethnic conflict.
So, a sense of retaliation might prevail among a section
of the refugees. We cannot rule out the possibility of their
involvement with any terrorist outfit. But, we will not allow
any terrorist group to use our soil. Our Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina has announced zero tolerance towards any kind of
terrorist activity," he said. Asked if Pakistani spy agency
ISI had penetrated the Rohingya refugees, Chowdhury said
that the country has its "own agenda". "They (Pakistan) cannot
forget their defeat in 1971 (Bangladesh Liberation War). So
they might try to penetrate among the Rohingyas, but we are
not aware of it. Even if ISI penetrates, it would be unable
to survive because the Bangladeshi government is against
this kind of activity," he said. Chowdhury said though the
United Nations (UN) has condemned the torture of Rohingya
Muslims in Myanmar and called it "ethnic cleansing", India, China and Russia have maintained silence on the issue.
"We do not want that the relations between India and
Myanmar become bitter on the (Rohingya) issue, but we expect
India to take a stand for the solution of the problem," he said.
Bangladesh's economy is feeling the impact of the Rohingyas'
stay and it wants the refugees to return to their homeland
in Rakhine state in Mynamar and be properly repatriated.
"Can we force them to return if the situation is not normal?
The Rohingyas were brutally tortured, their properties destroyed and their women molested and raped," he said. On
the Indo-Bangladesh relations, the official said those were
very cordial.

Environment
Minister
and
Mayor
Sovan
Chattopadhyaya speaks to mediapersons on steps taken
to curb pollution and accidents during Kali puja--Arijit
Ganguly

Will keep raising demand for
central univ status for PU: Nitish
PATNA, OCT 16/--/Bihar
Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar today said it was his
duty was to raise the issue
of central university status
to century-old Patna University (PU) "again and again"
whether the Centre accepts
it or not.
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi had not entertained the CM's request
on the issue during his visit
here on Saturday to attend
the centenary celebrations
of PU. "Patna University
holds a special place in the
hearts and minds of the people of Bihar. The demand
for a central status is not
new. At the centenary celebrations on Saturday, I had
only voiced a long-cherished wish of the people of
the state", Kumar told reporters after the weekly
'Lok Samvad' (Public Interaction) programme.
Minutes after Kumar's
plea for central status to PU,
Modi had said the central
status was "a thing of the
past" and called upon Patna
Univer sity to avail of the
Centre's scheme to make at
least 20 varsities in the countries world class with a financial assistance of Rs
10,000 crore.
"Its my duty to raise the
demand (for central univer-

nounce sops for the state before
the model code of conduct kicks
in. Kumar, however, steered clear
of the controversy and said, "I
have not seen his tweet, how can
I comment?"
Asked about the Congress's reported plans to elevate Rahul
Gandhi as its president, Kumar
said, "He is in any case the de facto
leader of the party. If we look at
the party's history, any other contender for the post seems unlikely.
This is an internal matter of that
party." The chief minister, however, took a swipe at the Congress
for the continued suspense over
Gandhi's elevation, saying "We
had heard of this (Rahul becoming Congress president) even

sity status to PU) again and
again whether the Centre
acce pts it or not. I have no
reaction over the Centre's
decision," Kumar, who
graduated from Patna Engineering College (now NIT) in
early '70s, said. Kumar said
that he had raised the issue
several times in Parliament
when he was an MP. The
state government too had
placed its demand in this regard with the Centre earlier.
On the poor condition of
universities in Bihar, including PU due to shortage
of teachers and infrastructure bottlenecks, he said as
per constitutional provisions the state government's
responsibility with regard
to universities is limited
only to providing finance.
The rest come under the jurisdiction of the chancellor,
who is the governor of the
day. "We would have done a
lot more ourselves had the
system been different," he
said adding Bihar government provides Rs 4000 crore
annually for universities.
For other issues since neither I nor my cabinet have
any role in the daily running of universities, we
can't intervene directly," the
CM said.
Kumar conceded that
there is shortage of teachers

in PU and other universities
in Bihar and said the state
government had entrusted
Bihar Public Service Commission for appointing
them.
To speed up the process,
the state government has
now constituted a University Service Commission,
which will have members
soon to expedite the process
of teachers recruitment.
He claimed that the government under him had
acheived "tremendous results" in school education,
which is a direct responsibility of the state government. Since 2005 when he
took over the percentage of
children out of school had
dropped from 12.5 per cent
to only one per cent now.
In the secondary stage
the number of boy and girl
students are almost equal in
government schools, he said
and government initiatives
like free cycle and uniforms
had boosted their attendance.
On the PM's stress on
building
waterways
through the Ganges, Kumar
said it would be effective
only when the siltation
problem in the river is addressed and he had informed the prime minister
of his view. (PTI)

Food and Supplies Minister, Jyotipriyo Mullick, State finance minister Amit Mitra and
Urban Development and Municipal Affairs minister Firhad Halkim during the presentation of food grains under the Khadya Sathi project as part of World Food day today--Arijit Ganguly

Centre to help Bihar to improve
education sector: Kushwaha

PATNA, OCT 16/--/Union
Minister and Rashtriya Lok
Samata Party (RLSP) chief
Upendr a Kushwaha today
said the Centre would provide all help to Bihar government to improve the education sector in the state.
"We want to tell the
Bihar government that the
state has lagged behind for
past 37 years in improving
education sector.
It is difficult to rectify
the mistakes of 37 years but
this has to be rectified and
corrected for future generations for which we are giving
(the state govt) 37 months
time," he said.
The Centre would provide all possible help and
assistance to Bihar government in bringing substantial
improvement in education
sector in the state, the Union
Minister of State for Human
Resource Development said
at his party's much publicised "Shiksha Sudhar
Sankalp Mahasammelan" at
Gandhi Maidan here.

ER to enhance
ladies accommodation in EMU Locals
KOLKATA, OCT 16/--/For
the convenience of the lady
commuters, especially during peak hours, Eastern
Railway has decided to enhance the ladies accommodation in 9-car & 12-car EMU
locals plying over Sealdah
Division shortly. In case of 9car EMU rake, accommodation for lady commuters
will be enhanced to 2 full ladies coaches instead of 1
coach, at present. In case of
12-car EMU rake, accommodation for lady commuters
will be enhanced to 3
coaches instead of 2
coaches, at present. (EOIC)
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Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar, who is of the view
that any development has
no meaning without education, has admitted that the
state has lagged behind on
education front, Kushwaha
claimed adding that "this rekindles the hope that things
would be better in education
field. Degeneration in education sector crept in Bihar
since 1980 after which successive
governments'
brought changes in policies
like unaided education
policy (vitt rahit shiksha
niti) that virtually destroyed
the education system in the
state, he claimed adding that
this needs to be changed.
Besides, the state government should ensure that
those institution which get its
aid must follow reservation
policy, Kushwaha said.
If Navoday Vidyalayas
and Kendriya Vidyalayas
can be run successfully, then
why can't the state government provide better education at its schools, he ques-

tioned besides asking the
state government to bring a
mechanism to regulate private schools in the state. "We
(both Centre and state) need
to work in tandem for the
improvement of education
system in the state as this is
the first time in 27 years
when the same dispensation
rules both at the Centre and
in Bihar," Kushwaha said
The RLSP chief also administered pledge to his
workers and leaders to discharge their duties as citizen
to improve the lot of educational institutions of the
state. Party's national working president Nagmani, party
Lok Sabha member Ram
Kumar Sharma, party legislator Sudhanshu Shekhar,
MLC Sanjeev Shyam Singh
and other party leaders also
participated in the sankal
mahasammelan. (PTI)

Rabri Devi skips ED
summons for a fourth time
NEW DELHI, OCT 16/--/
Former Bihar chief minister
Rabri Devi today skipped
deposition before the Enforcement Directorate for the
fourth consecutive time in a
PMLA probe into the railway
hotels allotment corruption
case, official sources said.
It was not immediately
clear if Rabri Devi, the wife
of RJD chief and former railway minister Lalu Prasad
Yadav, furnished any reason
for her absence and what action would be taken by the
Enforcement Directorate
(ED). This was the fourth consecutive time that Rabri
skipped the ED summons.
The agency is probing members of the Lalu Prasad family and others under the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA).
Rabri's son Tejashwi
Yadav, a former deputy chief
minister of Bihar, was
grilled for about nine hours
by the ED last week in the
matter. He w as also summoned again for questioning
on October 12 but he skipped
that, official sources said.
In July, the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
had registered a criminal FIR
(first information report) and
conducted multiple searches
on the properties of Lalu
Prasad Yadav, who is also a
former Bihar chief minister,
and others. The CBI FIR alleges that Lalu Prasad Yadav,

as railway minister, handed
over the maintenance of two
IRCTC hotels to a company
after receiving a bribe in the
form of prime land in Patna
through a 'benami' company
owned by Sarla Gupta, wife
of Prem Chand Gupta, a
former Union minister.
The ED had registered a
criminal case against Lalu
Prasad Yadav's family members and others under the
PMLA, based on the CBI FIR.
It had earlier questioned
Sarla Gupta among others.
The CBI has also recently recorded the statement of Tejashwi Yadav and
Lalu Pr asad Yadav in this
case.
The ED is investigating
the alleged "proceeds of
crime" generated by the accused, purportedly through
shell companies in this case,
officials had said.
Others named in the CBI
FIR include Vijay Kochhar,
Vinay Kochhar (both directors of Sujata Hotels), Delight Marketing company,
now known as Lara Projects,
and the then IRCTC managing director P K Goel.
The CBI FIR was registered on July 5 in connection
with f avours allegedly extended to Sujata Hotels in
awarding a contract for the
upkeep of the hotels in
Ranchi and Puri and receiving premium land as 'quid
pro quo'. (PTI)

Naveen turns 72;
Modi, Mamata wish him
BHUBANESWAR, OCT 16/
--/Odisha Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik tur ned 72
today and contrary to his
usual practice of low key celebrations, he cut a cake in
the presence of several leaders of his party BJD, ministers and well wishers.
Birthday wishes poured
in from across the country
and a large number of people thronged at Patnaik's residence 'Naveen Niwas'with
flowers to wish him. "Birthday wishes to Odisha CM
Shri Naveen Patnaik. I pray
that he leads a long life
blessed with good health,"
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi said in his twitter post.
West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee, who often
enquires about Patnaik's
health, said "Happy birthday
Naveen
babu
@Naveen_Odisha Wishing
you good health and happiness."
Union Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan too
wished Patnaik. "Warm birthday greetings to Chief Minister of Odisha Shri

@Naveen_Odisha Babu.
May god bless him with good
health and long life."
Rajasthan Chief Minister
Vasundhara Raje and many
others also wished Patnaik.
I would like to express
my deep gratitude to all who
have wished me on my birthday. I will continue to work
hard for the development
and welfare of the people of
our state, Patnaik said. BJD
student wing organised a
blood donation camp at the
party headquarters. Similar
camps have been planned at
other places across Odisha,
party sources said. (PTI)
CHANGE OF NAME
I, ARVIND TEWAR SON OF
LATE KARTICK TEWAR RESIDENT OF 49/1, S.N. BANERJEE
ROAD, KOLKATA- 700014,
SHALL HENCEFORTH BE
KNOWN AS “ARVIND K” VIDE
ANAFFIDAVIT BEFORE THE
NOTARY PUBLIC KOLKATAON
16.10.2017.

